REALISTIC
The Crossover
X Alexander, Kwame
Basketball poetry

The Disreputable History of Frankie Landau-Banks
YA Lockhart, E.
Summer transformation

I’ll Give You the Sun
YA Nelson, Jandy
He said, she said

ROMANCE
To All the Boys
I’ve Loved Before*
YA Han, Jenny
You’ve got mail

When Dimple Met Rishi
YA Menon, Sandhya
Arranged marriage gone wrong?

Well, That was Awkward
X Vail, Rachel
Texting disaster

Love and Gelato
YA Welch, Jena Evans
Romantic secrets

SCIENCE FICTION
The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy*
YA Adams, Douglas
Universal travel guide

* Part of a series

The City of Ember*
X DuPrau, Jeanne
To the Unknown

Virals*
YA Reichs, Kathy
Teenage mutants

For more titles and longer descriptions check out our website!
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ADVENTURE
Stormbreaker*
YA Horowitz, Anthony
Teen spy

Witch and Wizard*
YA Patterson, James
Not your average rebellion

Ms. Marvel: No Normal*
YA 741.5973 Ms.
Be careful what you wish for

DYSTOPIAN
The Roar*
X Clayton, Emma
Play the game; find the truth

The Hunger Games*
YA Collins, Suzanne
Last one standing

ADVENTURE
Stormbreaker*
YA Horowitz, Anthony
Teen spy

FANTASY
Red Queen*
YA Aveyard, Victoria
Superhuman royalty

The Roins of Gorlan*
X Flanagan, John
His watch has just begun

Alanna: The First Adventure*
X Pierce, Tamora
Girl in disguise

Cinder*
YA Meyer, Marissa
CyborgElla

Wires and Nerve, Volume 1*
YA 741.5973 Mey
CyborgElla 2.0

HORROR
Through the Woods: Stories
YA 741.5971 Car
Short stories; lasting horror

The Silver Eyes*
YA Cawthon, Scott
Five Nights at Freddy’s

Spirit Hunters*
X Oh, Ellen
Evil spirit takeover

Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children*
YA Riggs, Ransom
Oddities

LGBTQ+
Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens Agenda
YA Albertalli, Becky
Love, Simon

Ash
YA Lo, Malinda
Fairytale retelling

The Witch Boy
X 740 Ost
Be yourself

The Sword of Summer
X Riordan, Rick
Preventing Ragnarok

* Part of a series